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ECCN Official Website Inquiry Operation Manual

Operation
Description
Open ECCN Web Page
Find the "Quick Link" column at the bottom of the home page of ZTE official website,
and click "ECCN" to open the ECCN inquiry page:

Figure 1 - ZTE Home Page, ECCN Query link at bottom
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Figure 2 - ECCN Query Website

Accurate query by item code
Enter a complete product code in "Item Code", such as 180000023863, enter the
verification code, select "I have read and agreed to the ZTE privacy policy" and click
"Query" to execute the accurate query. An example is displayed in Figure 3. When
the item code in result is blue, it indicates that this item is for resale materials (set of
purchased parts without function). Click [Item Code] in blue highlight to further show
the export classification information of the materials in the BOM.
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Figure 3 - Complete Item Code Result

Fuzzy query by item codes
1) Enter an incomplete product code in "Item Code," such as “180000023”, enter
the verification code and select "I have read and agreed to the ZTE privacy policy",
click "Query" and execute the fuzzy query. An example is displayed in Figure 4. When
the item code in the result is blue, it indicates that this item is for resale materials
(set of purchased parts without function). Click [Item Code] in blue highlight to
further show the export classification information of the materials in the BOM.
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Figure 4 - Fuzzy Query with Incomplete Item Code
2) The asterisk character, "*", can be used to represent one or more digits in "Item
Code" for fuzzy query - for example, “180000*863” will return item codes starting
with 180000 and ending with 863. An example is displayed in Figure 5. When the
item code in the result is blue, it indicates that this item is for resale materials (set of
purchased parts without function). Click [Item Code] in blue highlight to further show
the export classification information of the materials in the BOM.

Figure 5 - Fuzzy Query Using "*" Character

3) The question mark character, "?", can be used to represent a digit in "Item Code" for
fuzzy query - for example, “180000?23863” starting with 180000 and ending with
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23863) for fuzzy query. An example is displayed in Figure 6. When the item code in
result is blue, it indicates that this item is for resale materials (set of purchased parts
without function). Click [Item Code] in blue highlight to further show the export
classification information of the materials in the BOM.

Figure 6 - Fuzzy Query Using "?" Character

Fuzzy query by item name or item series
1) Input product name in "Item Name" such as "Interface Board", enter the
verification code, select "I have read and agreed to the ZTE privacy policy", and click
"Query" to execute the fuzzy query. An example is displayed in Figure 7. When the
item code in result is blue, it indicates that this item is for resale materials (set of
purchased parts without function). Click [Item Code] in blue highlight to further show
the export classification information of the materials in the BOM.
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Figure 7 - Fuzzy Query with Item Name

2) Input product model in "Item Series" to execute fuzzy query. An example is
displayed in Figure 8. When the item code in result is blue, it indicates that this item
is for resale materials (set of purchased parts without function). Click [Item Code] in
blue highlight to further show the export classification information of the materials in
the BOM.

Figure 8 - Fuzzy Query with Item Series

Key Field
Descriptions
Key Field

Display Result

Description
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De minimis
(25%)

Subject to
EAR (25%)

US ECCN

License

License
Exception

Applicable
Exception
Clause

DM25 (de minimis 25%) is the de minimis of the
product based on the 25% de minimis threshold
specified in the EAR, applicable to
Percentage
countries/regions except Country Group E:1 of
Supplement No. 1 to EAR §740 (i.e. embargoed
countries/regions). Reference EAR §734.4(d).
Purchased parts / resale materials (set of
purchased parts without function) does not need
null
de minimis calculation by ZTE. Subject to EAR is
based on US ECCN value provided by supplier.
Determines whether the product is subject to EAR
according to the [DM25] value.
When [DM25] > 25%, the product is subject to EAR
YES/NO
for DM25.
When [DM25] <= 25%, the product is not subject to
EAR for DM25.
The US ECCN is the five-character alpha-numeric
ECCN encoding
designation to identify dual-use items for export
consisting of digits
control purposes. This number is used on the
and letters
Commerce Control List (CCL) of the EAR.
If the product is subject to EAR but not in CCL, it is
EAR99
EAR99.
The product is not subject to EAR and no ECCN
N/A
classification is required.
Export license authority issued by the United States
or other countries/regions (except Hong Kong)
License No.
authorizing an export, reexport, or other regulated
activity, and is currently limited to US-issued export
authorizations in the ECCN System.
For a product with a [US ECCN], it indicates that the
N/A or null
product has no license.
An authorization that allows you to export or
License Exceptions
reexport, under stated conditions, items subject
type Specified in
to the EAR that otherwise would require a license.
EAR §740
This field shows the type of the license exception
applicable to the product.
There is no license required, and therefore no
NLR
license exception is required.
For products with a ECCN and [License Exception] is
Null
null, this indicates no license is required, and
therefore no license exception is required.
License Exceptions
Applicable Exception Clause, the number of the
Number Specified in legal clause corresponding to the license exception
EAR §740
in the EAR. This field shows the specific clause of
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Null

CCATS

String of numbers
and letters

null

Percentage
De minimis
(10%)
null

Subject to
EAR (10%)

Remarks

YES/NO

This is a third-party
item, subject to
EAR, and its
classification
information was
provided by the
supplier.

the license exception that is applicable to the
product.
For products with an ECCN and [License Exception]
is “NLR” or null, means no license required;
For products with an ECCN and [License Exception]
is not “NLR” or null, the field [Applicable Exception
Clause] should not be null.
CCATS (Commodity Classification Automated
Tracking System), when a product has been
submitted to BIS to be classified, BIS assigns a
Commodity Classification Automated Tracking
System number to each classified product.
When this field is null, it indicates that there is no
CCATS number.
DM10 (de minimis 10%), is the de minimis of the
product with all US content included in the
numerator of the de minimis calculation. This field
is intended to represent de minimis applicability to
Country Group E:1 to Supplement No. 1 to EAR
§740, but it is ZTE policy not to do business directly
or indirectly with embargoed countries/regions.
Purchased parts / resale materials (set of
purchased parts without function) does not need
de minimis calculation by ZTE.
Determines whether the product is subject to EAR
according to the [DM10] value.
When [DM10] > 10%, the product is subject to EAR
for DM10.
When [DM10] <= 10%, the product is not subject to
EAR for DM10. However, it is ZTE policy to not do
business directly or indirectly with embargoed
countries/regions.
This remark is applicable to purchased parts or
resale materials provided by the supplier (set of
purchased parts without function).
For the purchased parts or resale materials (set of
purchased parts without function), the supplier
provides the export classification information
about the products. De minimis is not applicable
and is not displayed in ECCN System. ZTE does not
classify these items, but export classification
information is provided by the supplier.
To query the export classification information, click
the material code (displayed in blue).
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This is a
configurable
product. The de
minimis is
calculated based on
typical configuration
and is only for
reference.
This is a
configurable re-sold
product, please see
through to review
the ECCNs of
purchase item.
null

This remark is applicable to ZTE-made non-fixed
configuration products. The de minimis of this
product is calculated based on the typical
configuration. The de minimis displayed in ECCN
system is only for reference. The actual transaction
depends on the result of GTS check.
This remark is applicable to material combination
provided by supplier, and the export classification
information is provided by supplier. De minimis is
not applicable and is not displayed in ECCN System.
ZTE does not classify these items, but export
classification information is provided by the
supplier.
To query the export classification information, click
the item code(displayed in blue).
ZTE-made fixed configuration product. 

Email: ZTE.ECCN@zte.com.cn
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